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Mechanical Engg.

6ME5 Hydraulic Machines & tfydroelectric power plant
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Attempt any Five questions, selecting one 4uestion from each unit. All
questions carry equal marks. (Schematic dia;,..ams must be shown tvherever
necessety. any data you feel missing suitabll 5e assumed and stnred cleorly.)
Units oJ'quantities used/ calculated must be .rnrred clearlv.

UNIT - I
1' a) Prove that the maximum efficiency for curved vane, jet strikes at centre is

given by r.- =3 (r *.o. Bl = S cos: t-- rolzt 2t--- 2

b) A jet discharges r 50 litres/sec of water with velocity of 70 m/sec impinges
without shock on a series of curved vanes which move in the same direction
as thejet The shape ofeach vane is such that it would deflect thejet through
an angle of 1500 surface friction reduces the relative velocity by 10% as the
water passes across the vanes and there is a further windage loss equivalent
to (0.25ur2). Find :

i) The velocity ofvane corresponding to maximum efficiency and the value
ofthis efficiency

ii) The corresponding force on the vanes in and at right angles to the
direction of their motion and

iii) The power ofthis arrangement (10)
(oR)

1. a) What is specific speed of turbine? Derive
for turbine

Time : 3 Hours

Instructions to Candidates:

Maximum Marks :80
Min. Passing Marks : 24

an expression ofspecific speed

(7)
b) A one twentieth scale model propeller turbine 4.7g KW when running at 1460

rpm under a head of 5.25 m. The model starts to cavitate when the pressure
head at the turbine exit falis to 8.6 m below the atmospheric pressure head of
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?353 mm of Hg. The fu1l size proloi,pe is tc deiivsr i6.''g L'!W atahea-Caf 22mat

an expected efficiency af 90%. What is the specific speed of the tu,-bices the

speeC and the f'low througir the protofipe? The protoiype iurbine has an exit

diameter of 3m and the draft tube is expceted to recover 75% of kinetie energ-v

rejected by the turbine. \44rai is maxirnum height the prctotype turbine exii car be

mounted above the tail race water ievel if it is not to cavitation at fuli load when the

atmospheric pressure of 900 mb? Assume that for the model the rvater vapour

pressure is 0.8 m of water and that for the prototype is 0.7 m of water

UNIT - II
2. a) Show that the maximum efficiency of a pelton wheel turbine can be expressed

as I q.'(t - r.orPt' 'l

[21t+rcos6;+,<, J

Where C,: Coefficient of velocity for nozzel

k : Ratio ofrelative velociry at exit to the inlet

I : Bucket angle at exit
The loss pf energy due to windage and bearing friction rs

Krq'
2g

Where u, is bucket velocity (8)

b) A doublejet pelton wheel required to develop 5400 KW has a specific speed

of20 and is supplied through a pipe line 800 m long from a resen'oir the level

of which is 350 m a above the nozzles. Allowing for 5% friction loss in pipe

line calculate :-

i) Speed

ii) Dia ofjets

iii) Mean diameter of bucket circle

rv) Diameter of the supply pipe. Assuming C.,. for the jets is 0.98 bucker

speed is equal to 0.46 ofjet speed, ever efficiency ofwheel is 85% and

tr=uf =0.024 (8)

(oR)
2. a) Prove that loss in nozzle is given by , .

n =ari_cu,r=L[_L_,)29\Cv' )
Where symbols has the usual meanings {7\

b) In a hydroelectric scheme a number ofpelton wheels are to be used under the

following conditions : Total output required 30MW; gross head 245 m, speed

6.25 rps; 2 jets per wheel ; Cv of nozzle 0.97; maximum overall efficiency
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b)

(Based on conditions immediately before tae nazzle) 81 .57i; dimensir:n iess

specific speed not to exceed 0.022 revolution per.jet ; head lcs; to f ictit--n il
pipeline not tc exceed 12 m. calcuiate :

i) The number of wheel's required

ii) The diameter of the jets and wheels

nD The hydraulic efficiency, ifthe blades tleflected the nater tfuough 1650

and reduce its relative velocity by 15%

iv) The percentage ofthe input power u&ich remain as kinetic energy ofthe
water at discharge (ei

UNIT - III
Explain the theory and function of draft tube. Derive an expression of draft
rube . ,.r
+=*-1r,.=1r ,<11 +r, (8)es ec f i 29 )l
In a reactibn turbine with radial vanes at the inlet, the velocity of flow at outlet
is K times that at iniet, prove that hydrauiic efliciency

2

3. a)

{JNIT.IV
4. a) Prove that for single acting reciprocating pump. the ratio ofwork - done

against friction without air vessel to with air vessel is given O, 
i ? I t*i

l+ K- lan- ar

and ur= (8)

{oR)
3" a) What are causes-and prevention method of cavitation in turbine? Also prove

that or-H'-H't'-H' (s).H
b) Water flows through a verticai Francis turbine at the rate of i 5.5 mrisec and

makes its runner ta rotate at 428.4 rpm. The velocity and the pressure head at

the inlet of the spiral casing are 8.5 m/sec. and240 m respectively and the

centre line of its inlet is 3 m above the tail race ievel. The diameter and the

width ofthe runner at iniet are 2 m and 300mm respectively. If the hydrauilic
and overall efficiencies are 93Yo and9}Yo respectively, determine :-

i) Output power

ii) Guide vane angle

iii) Runner blade angle at inlet (8)

2+ K- lan-
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b) A double acting reciprocating pump running at 50 rpm, delivers 8.4 litres/sec
of water. The diameter of piston is 150 mm and stroke length 300mm The
static head of pump is 25m. The suction pipe is 5m long and 100 mm in
diameter. Find the percentage slip ar.rd power required to run the pump. Also
calculate the acceleration head at the beginning ofthe suction sffoke (8)

(oR)
4. a) Define the following with reference to rorque converter :

i) F1uid drive efficiency

ii) Speed ratio

iii) Torque ratio

iv) Stall speed

v) Design point

vi) Coupling point

vii) Run away point {7)
b) The torgue coefficient ofa particular fluid coupling is found to be

q = + = = 0.00s\6 is the efficiency of transmission is 98% when theefi Dt
output is 11 KW from the coupling 300 mm diameter filled with oil of
density 355 kg/m3 find the speed of primary shaft (9)

UNIT - V
5. a) Give the advantages and disadvantages ofhydrauilic power plart over other

methods of power generation e)
b) What are the various cornponents of hydro electric power station? Explain

with the help of neat & clean diagrams and layout

(oR)
5. Describe the followings

i) Surge tank

ii) Run of river plant

iii) Miniand micro hydro - electric planr

w) Hydro - graphs

v) Site selection of HEPP

vi) Present scenario of hydro - power in India
vii) Classification of HEPP

viii) Selection ofhydro - turbine

(e)
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